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Dear colleagues, 

 

This memo aims to define and standardize our delay codes used in the case of the flights of 
our production aircraft. 
This delay code allows knowing the cause and responsibility of the A/C delay. This supports 
helps various department, involved in the preparation of the A/C flight, to know the delay root 
cause and to launch appropriated actions to improve operations. 
 
 
1 – Generality - Where did Delay code come from? -  IATA delay code 

IATA delay codes were created to standardize the reporting by airlines of commercial 

flight departure delays. Previously, every airline had its own system, which made the sharing and 

aggregation of flight delay information difficult. IATA standardized the flight delay reporting 

format by using codes that attribute cause and responsibility for the delay; this supports aviation 

administration and logistics and helps to define any penalties arising.  

Delay code properties cover nine category sets for delay. Each category set can be described 

using either a two digit number code or a two letter alpha code; most airlines use the numeric 

format but some prefer the alpha. Many airlines further subdivide the IATA codes with an 

additional character, for more granular delay analysis, but these are not standardized. 

 
IATA definition: 

o Delay Codes starting with 0 - INTERNAL 
o Delay Codes starting with 1 – PASSENGER/BAGGAGE 
o Delay Codes starting with 2 – CARGO/MAIL 
o Delay Codes starting with 3 - HANDLING 
o Delay Codes starting with 4 - TECHNICAL 
o Delay Codes starting with 5 – DAMAGE/FAILURE 
o Delay Codes starting with 6 - OPERATION 
o Delay Codes starting with 7 - WEATHER 
o Delay Codes starting with 8 – AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
o Delay Codes starting with 9 - MISCELLANEOUS 

 
2 – Delay code definition for our PART21 activity 
 
The purpose of the section below is to define the delay codes used for the operations of our 
POA aircraft. The construction of these codes is based on customized / restricted IATA codes 
for our aircraft manufacturer needs. 



 
General 
Delay Code  

Detailed 
Delay Code 

Description 

DL 0x  INTERNAL 

 DL 00 On-Time 

 DL 05 Stand-by delay code while delay code under investigation 

   
DL 1x  Internal management Production team 

 Internal 
definition 

Software problem (MSP, SI Corporate, Pack Office, etc.) 
Lack or Bad or Late Definition from other department (SI/WO…etc) 
Lack or Bad Assessment from other department 
Lack or Bad or Late planning from other department (WP/SI/WO…etc) 
Printer problem (CDU) 
Technical limitation non specified (SI/STI/WO) 
Lack or Late action from Supplies/partners 

   
DL 2x  Internal management Production team 

 Internal 
definition 

Part ok & blocked for Informatics system (Fr) 
Part ok & blocked for Informatics system (Ge) 
Part ok & blocked for Informatics system (Sp) 
Part ok & blocked for Informatics system (UK) 
Part lost / Litigation 
Lack of part / Bill of Material cannot be exploitable (ie spare part 0 and 
equivalent ref to be found) 
Late answer from other department or suppliers 

   

DL 3x  HANDLING 

 DL 32 Aircraft ground handling support (Loading, Unloading, bulky/special 
load, cabin load, lack of loading staff) 

 DL 36 Fuelling, Defueling, fuel supplier 

 DL 37 Catering, late delivery or loading 

 DL 39 Airbus ground infrastructure availability (Hangar, Technical equipment, 
bikini, Compens, parking, …) 

   

DL 4x  TECHNICAL 

 DL 40 Aircraft defect due to FTI (COCOTO, …) 

 DL 41 Aircraft defects 

 DL 42 Scheduled maintenance, late release, late arrival to the gate 

 
DL 43 

Non-scheduled maintenance, special checks and / or additional works 
beyond normal maintenance 

 
DL 44 

Spares and maintenance equipment, lack of or breakdown for aircraft 
grounded 

 
DL 45 

AOG (Aircraft on ground for technical reasons) Spares, to be carried to 
another station 

 DL 46 Supplier: Aircraft defects 

 
DL 47 

Supplier: Non-scheduled maintenance, special checks & / or additional 
works beyond normal maintenance 

 
DL 49 

Flight cancelled: Aircraft not available following Night Stop 
Maintenance/ working party not finished 

   

DL 5x  DAMAGE/FAILURE 

 
DL 51 

Damage during flight operations, bird or lightning strike, turbulence, 
hard or overweight landing 

 
DL 52 

Damage during ground operations, collisions (other than during 
taxiing, loading/offloading damage, contamination, towing, extreme 
weather conditions 

 
DL 55 

Departure Control System, Check-in, weight and balance (load 
control), computer system error. 

 DL 56 Cargo preparation/documentation system 



   

DL 6x  OPERATION 

 DL 60 Mission organization (i.e late crew decision) 

 DL 61 Flight plan, late completion or change of flight documentation 

 DL 63 Late crew boarding or departure procedures 

 DL 64 Flight planning: crew shortage, crew special request or error 

 DL 66 Exchange of nature of flight / cancellation of flight slot (Planning or 
Test or Customer) 

   

DL 7x  WEATHER 

 DL 74 Weather conditions (departure, destination, en route) 

 DL 75 De-Icing of aircraft, removal of ice/snow, frost prevention 
   

DL 8x  AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

 DL 81 ATC General aviation Trafic (GAT) 

 DL 82 ATC flight test / Operational aviation trafic (OAT) 

 DL 85 Airport infrastructure 

 DL 86 Immigration, Customs, Health, mandatory security 
   

DL 9x  MISCELLANEOUS 

 DL 93 Late aircraft arrival / Aircraft rotation 

 DL 95 Crew rotation (Pilot, TFE, FTE...) 

 DL 98 Industrial action 

 DL 99 Miscellaneous, not elsewhere specified 

 
 
3 – Operational Way of working TLS? 
Question que je me pose de mettre en attaché notre mode de fonctionnement sur TLS. 
@PGi : Avez-vous un agreement signé avec les HO FAL que je pourrai joindre ? Ou bien pas 
nécessaire ? 
 
 
Best regards, 

 

 

 

Thierry CROS                                                      
                                                       

HO Production Flights Tests                                
                              
  
 
 


